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Summary

Eighteen percent of information seekers are demanding geographically in-
telligent information retrieval systems (Sanderson and Kohler, 2004). The
state-of-the-art information retrieval (IR) systems lack the geographical in-
telligence to effectively answer geography-dependent queries. Geographical
information retrieval (GIR) is information retrieval (IR) with geographical
awareness or the capability to reason geographically. GIR seeks to retrieve
documents using both geographical and non-geographical information. Ge-
ographical information is pervasive in both documents and user queries –
explicitly in the names of places, and in adjectives referring to places, and
implicitly in the names of people and organisations, and in adjectives re-
ferring to them, etc. Geographical information retrieval systems are posed
to mine this information, and use the information to satisfy geographically
constrained information needs.

This dissertation seeks to answer the following research questions with
respect to GIR – (1) How can place names, geographical adjectives and the
names of people be used to automatically determine the geographical cov-
erage of documents, something we call geographic scope? (2) How well do
the automatically determined geographical scopes of documents compare to
human assigned scopes? (3) How best can the performance of scope resolu-
tion systems be compared? (4) How effective is the document’s geographical
scope in aiding the resolution of toponyms (place names) contained in the
document? (5) How best can the performance of toponym resolution sys-
tems be compared? (6) How effective is relevance feedback for geographically
constrained information retrieval? (7) How effective is a scope-controlled to-
ponym selection scheme in the relevance feedback procedure? (8) How can
geographical scope and type information be incorporated into the document
ranking procedure to prioritise documents by geography?

How can place names, geographical adjectives and names of people be used to
automatically determine the geographical coverage of documents? How well
do automatically determined geographical scopes of documents compare to hu-
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man assigned scopes?

To answer the research questions above, two assumptions are made (a)
Places of the same type or under the same administrative jurisdiction or
adjacent to each other are more likely to be mentioned in a given discourse
unit. (b) VIPs (i.e., political leaders) in the same geographical region or
at the same leadership hierarchy level tend to be mentioned together in a
unit of discourse. These assumptions are used to detect the geographical
scopes of documents, and to resolve cases in which the scopes are ambigu-
ous. Geographical scopes are modelled as documents using a zone-indexing
concept from information retrieval. The proposed schemes achieved a binary
evaluation score of 79.1% (using place information) and 58.0% (using VIP
information).

How effective is the document’s geographical scope in aiding the resolution
of toponym ambiguity?

Toponym resolution is a key component within a GIR system. The task
of a toponym resolution system is to non-ambiguously assign to a toponym
in a text a location on the surface of the earth, e.g.by means of longitudes
and latitudes. The toponym resolution scheme proposed in this thesis ex-
ploits the geographical scopes assigned to documents to control the selection
of candidate referents for a given toponym. Other features are also investi-
gated, including place types (e.g., city, mountain), place classification (e.g.,
administrative, vegetative), population size, and the frequency of mention of
non-ambiguous or resolved places. The proposed scheme performed robustly
on news articles and summaries surpassing the performance of the state-
of-the-art systems (Leidner, 2007) reducing error by 57.8%. On a human
annotated dataset, the scheme achieved performance scores in the range of
70% - 80%.

How best can the performance of scope resolution systems be compared? How
best can the performance of toponym resolution systems be compared?

Two things are needed to evaluate the performance of scope and toponym
resolution systems, namely, (a) gold-standard datasets consisting of refer-
ence gazetteers and document collections with human resolved scopes and
toponyms; and (b) an evaluation metric to assess the correctness of system
assigned scopes and toponyms as compared to the gold-standard resolutions.
The state-of-the-art evaluation metrics to measure the performance of scope
and toponym resolution systems are binary in nature, e.g., precision and
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recall. These metrics ignore finer discrepancies among systems under evalu-
ation. This thesis therefore sought to improve the sensitivity of the metric.
To measure finer differences among competing scope resolution systems, a
new evaluation metric is proposed that integrates the ranked position of
candidate scopes in its evaluation score. The proposed toponym resolution
evaluation metric extends the binary metric scheme by incorporating the fol-
lowing features in its calculations: (a) the number of candidate places for
a given reference (reflecting difficulty), (b) the number of regions needed to
traverse from the system resolved referent to correct gold standard referent
(reflecting proximity), and (c) the number of feature classes traversed from
the system resolved referent type to the correct gold standard referent type
(reflecting ontological similarity).

How effective is a scope-controlled toponym selection scheme in a relevance
feedback procedure?

The motivation for query expansion in IR is to enhance the user query by
adding terms, which are semantically related, perhaps even synonymous with
the terms in the original query. The geographical query expansion scheme
investigated in this work applies two kinds of relevance feedback strategies;
one scheme adds place names found in the relevant documents directly, and
the other scheme adds place names belonging to geographical scopes assigned
to relevant documents. The scope-controlled scheme selects place-names to
add to feedback queries according to: scope-based(toponyms) = {M ⊆ S},
where M are the commonly occurring place-names in the relevant docu-
ments, and S the commonly shared scopes among the relevant documents.
The scope-controlled relevance feedback approach out-performed the default
information retrieval system (Lucene IR system) by 9.5% on a residual doc-
ument collection (i.e., collection consisting of documents not used for query
expansion).

How can geographical scope and feature type information be incorporated into
the document ranking procedure so as to prioritise documents by geography?

The task of relevance ranking is to order a retrieved set of documents by rel-
evance to the user’s information needs so that the more relevant documents
are closer to the top of the list of documents returned. To integrate geograph-
ical scope and feature type information into the relevance ranking procedure,
non-geographical relevance scores and geographical relevance scores (i.e., ge-
ographical scope and scores derived from feature type) are combined linearly
and, alternatively, using a weighted harmonic mean. The weighted harmonic-
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mean derived scheme out-performed the default information retrieval system
by 8.9%.


